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ABSTRACT 
 

The creoles of Suriname include lexical items from many distinct, identifiable African and 
European (as well as Amerindian) sources. Among African languages, slave trade records 
indicate the predominance of Bantu (e.g., Kikongo) and Gbe speakers in the late 17th 
century, of Gbe speakers in the early 18th century, of Akan speakers in the 1720s and 
1730s, and “Upper Guinea” (and to a lesser extent Bantu) speakers thereafter. Assuming 
this extralinguistically established chronology, this paper tests, for the Suriname creoles 
generally, but with particular reference to Ndyuka, Huttar’s (2003) claim that “If more 
than one substrate is involved in the formation of a creole, and one of them precedes the 
other in the history of the creole, then more basic lexemes are more likely to derive their 
form from the earlier substrate than are less basic lexemes.” 

In a parallel fashion, using what extralinguistic history tells us about the relative 
chronology of English and Dutch input into Suriname creoles, this paper tests Huttar’s 
(2003) further claim that “If more than one superstrate is involved in the formation of a 
creole, and one of them precedes the other in the history of the creole, then more basic 
lexemes are more likely to derive their form from the earlier superstrate than are less 
basic lexemes.” The same procedure is applied to the more controversial question of the 
relative chronology of English and Portuguese input into Suriname creoles. For both 
African and European languages, the operationalization of the concept “more basic” used 
for these tests is that proposed in Huttar (2003). 

The results provide moderate support for the hypothesis about successive substrate 
contributions, and stronger support for that about successive superstrate contributions. 
They also indicate some pre-English Portuguese input into the Suriname creoles, though 
not about whether such took place in Africa, in the Caribbean, or in Suriname. In 
addition, they shed light on respective semantic domains in which various substrate and 
superstrate languages, and substrate vs. superstrate languages, can be expected to make 
their greatest respective contributions. 

The paper also briefly proposes the application of the procedure to Pacific creoles, 
such as Tok Pisin and Bislama, and conjectures what we are likely to find with respect to 
the contributions of German or French, respectively, and English in these two languages. 
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Pidgins and creoles constitute only one of the many areas, both synchronic and 
diachronic, in which Karl Franklin has contributed to our understanding of 
languages and cultures, and language and culture (see, e.g., Franklin 1979). In 
pidgin and creole studies, as in other fields, his creativity and intellectual rigor 
have been applied mostly to languages and cultures of the Pacific, particularly to 
those in and around Papua New Guinea—a natural and appropriate focus, given 
his experience and responsibilities in that part of the world. What follows, then, 
with its focus on languages of the Atlantic, relates only in general terms to 
matters touched on in his published work. But given Franklin’s catholicity of 
interests, I offer it in the hope that even here he will find something of interest. 
And our understanding of contact languages would be advanced if he were to go 
so far as to test the following ideas, developed in the context of West Atlantic 
plantation and Maroon1 cultures, against the substantially different 
sociohistorical context of Tok Pisin. 

The creoles of Suriname include lexical items from many distinct, identifiable, 
African and European (as well as Amerindian) sources. Among African 
languages, slave trade records indicate the predominance of speakers of different 
languages, from different families of languages, at successive periods throughout 
the slave trade: 
 
(1) Numerically dominant language groups among slaves to Suriname. 

late 17th century: Bantu (e.g., Kikongo) and Gbe 
early 18th century: Gbe 
1720’s and 1730’s: Akan 
thereafter: “Upper Guinea” (Atlantic, Mande, and Kru language families, all 
within Niger-Congo); to a lesser extent, Bantu 

 
Assuming this extralinguistically established chronology, this paper tests, for 

Ndyuka specifically, Huttar’s (2003:123) claim in (2)2: 
 
(2) If more than one substrate is involved in the formation of a creole, and one 

of them precedes the other in the history of the creole, then more basic 
lexemes are more likely to derive their form from the earlier substrate than 
are less basic lexemes. 

 
In a parallel fashion, using what extralinguistic history tells us about the 

relative chronology of English and Dutch input into Suriname creoles, this paper 
tests Huttar’s (2003:123) further claim in (3): 
 

                                                 

 1Maroon refers to escaped African slaves of the Caribbean and the Guianas, and their descendants. 
 2I use substrate to refer to the primary languages of socially subordinate groups in language contact situations, 
superstrate to refer to the primary languages of socially dominant groups in language contact situations, and adstrate to 
refer to the primary languages of other groups not in a strongly dominant or subordinate social position relative to the 
group whose language is under discussion. For creole languages of Suriname, for example, slaves’ African languages are 
substrates, slave-owners’ European languages are superstrates, and some local Amerindian languages are adstrates. 
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(3) If more than one superstrate is involved in the formation of a creole, and 
one of them precedes the other in the history of the creole, then more basic 
lexemes are more likely to derive their form from the earlier superstrate 
than are less basic lexemes. 

 
The results of this test are briefly applied to the more controversial question 

of the relative chronology of English and Portuguese input into Suriname 
creoles.3 

It may be helpful to make clear at the outset that the operative term 
modifying lexemes in hypotheses (2) and (3) is not basic, but more basic (and, by 
extension, its counterpart less basic). Its use makes a claim not about a given 
lexeme in isolation, but a given lexeme compared with another lexeme in the 
same language. In testing the two above hypotheses I am using the 
operationalization of more basic developed in Huttar (2003). That 
operationalization is defined partly in terms of criteria specific to particular 
semantic domains (e.g., kin, color, body parts), and partly in terms of generic 
criteria applicable to any domain. These definitions of more basic for specific 
domains are explained in (4) and (5) below. 

The two hypotheses are here evaluated only within specific semantic 
domains, not across domains: within one domain, such as color or body parts, 
does comparison of the sources of more basic and less basic lexemes confirm or 
disconfirm these hypotheses? That is, are lexemes derived from a sub- or 
superstrate involved earlier in the history of a creole more basic than those 
derived from a sub- or superstrate involved later in the history of that creole? 

It is also probably worth mentioning at the outset that we are here looking 
only at relationships among substrate-derived lexemes, and those among 
superstrate-derived lexemes. We are not considering the relationship between 
substrate-derived lexemes on the one hand and superstrate-derived lexemes on 
the other. For that relationship, we already have fairly convincing evidence that 
lexemes for more basic concepts are more likely to be derived from superstrate 
sources than are lexemes for less basic concepts (see, e.g., Huttar 1994). 

The data on African-derived lexemes in Ndyuka are those brought together in 
Huttar (2009), where numbers of lexemes from Bantu, Gbe, Akan, and other 
sources are reported, but with little attention to specific items or their relative 
basicness. In this paper these lexemes are examined in detail with regard to the 
relative basicness of lexemes from various African sources. Such an investigation 
should eventually include looking at which semantic domains are contributed to 
by which sources; but here I limit myself to comparing African sources only 
within some specific domains. 

In making this comparison I have followed the grouping according to the 
chronology of slave imports into Suriname given in (1). Thus, on the one hand 
Gbe and Akan, though both are language groups within Kwa, are treated 
                                                 

 3The matter of debate is to what extent Portuguese input into Suriname creoles occurred before English input—for 
example, through a Portuguese-based pidgin used in slave-holding forts of the West African coast—and to what extent 
this Portuguese input occurred in Suriname, after the earliest English input there. See the last six papers in Huber and 
Parkvall (1999) for extended discussion. 
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separately, with other Kwa languages omitted entirely. On the other hand, 
Mande, Atlantic, and Kru languages are treated together in the regional 
grouping “Upper Guinea,” a region from which slaves were brought to Suriname 
in the same general period. 

The operationalization of the key variable, “more basic,”4 in Huttar 
(2003:135) included both criteria that are specific to particular semantic 
domains and criteria that apply to all domains, as listed in (4) and (5): 

 
(4) Domain-specific criteria 

“more widely attested color terms are more basic than less widely attested 
ones”; 

“consanguineal kin are more basic than affinal kin”; “close kin are more 
basic than distant kin”; 

“unmarked members of property (‘adjectival’) pairs are more basic than 
marked members”; 

“external body parts more basic than internal parts; parts above the waist 
more basic than those below; those in front more basic than those in 
back; more public parts more basic than those more private, parts of the 
face more basic than other body parts; etc.” 

 
(5) General criteria 

“more generic concepts [are] more basic than more specific concepts” 
and “‘public’ concepts [are] more basic than ‘private’ ones”—a 
generalization of one of the criteria given for body-part terms. 
It was also noted that “degree of basicness in many cases [is] 
culturally defined, with culturally more salient concepts more basic 
than less salient ones.”5 

 
It turns out that the domain-specific criteria are of little use in testing the 

hypothesis about various African substrates. For color terms, although some 
Ndyuka lexemes (e.g., taya ‘yellow’) may well be of African origin, no specific 
African etymon has been identified for any. For kin terms, the possibly African-
derived terms each have possible sources from several different genetic or areal 
groups of African languages. For pairs of “property items” (roughly, adjectives or 
stative verbs), no pair has been identified in Ndyuka with both members derived 
from African sources. 

For body-part terms, things are only a bit more interesting. There are 
seventeen Ndyuka lexemes that can be associated with African sources; but for 
seven of these, there are reasonably plausible etyma from more than one 
language group. To take one example, Parkvall (1999, following Huttar 
[1985:56]) mentions possible Kwa (Yoruba, Baule), Bantu (Kikongo) and “Upper 
Guinea” (the Mande language Mandingo and the Atlantic language Wolof) 
                                                 

 4This operationalized notion “more basic” shares some similarities with, but differs significantly from, uses of “basic” 
in, e.g., Berlin and Kay (1969), Berlin, et al. (1973), Rosch, et al. (1976) and Berlin (1992). See Huttar (2003). 
 5On salience, see references mentioned in the previous footnote. 
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etyma for buba ‘skin’. Such a variety of genetic or areal groups as possible 
sources makes it difficult to use such an item to test our hypotheses about 
lexemes that have entered a language before or after others.  

The remaining ten body part terms are given in (6), with the language groups 
in roughly chronological order. They provide little in support of, or as 
counterexamples to, our hypotheses. The terms for body parts above the waist 
are restricted to part of the earliest layer, Bantu, while the terms for those below 
the waist are from Gbe, Kwa, and Upper Guinea. This does fit the claim that 
terms for parts above the waist, being more basic than those for parts below the 
waist, would enter the language first—but only if we take the Gbe input to be 
after the Bantu input, rather than simultaneous with it. The slave trade data 
allow for both possibilities. Similarly, the Gbe origin of the term for the most 
private part listed, popoí ‘vagina’, fits the criterion about terms for more private 
body parts entering the language later only if we take the Gbe input to be later 
than the Bantu input. On the other hand, the criterion of external parts before 
internal is contradicted by the occurrence of the only internal part, the terms for 
‘brain’, being from the earliest, Bantu, stratum—again, if we take the significant 
Bantu input to have occurred only in the earlier period of Bantu numerical 
dominance. 

 
(6) Body part terms 

 Bantu 
 kumba ‘navel’ cf. Kikongo kumba ‘navel’ 
 mapaapi ‘wing’ cf. Kikongo mapapi ‘wings’ 
 mazonzon ‘brain’ cf. Kikongo toonzo ‘brain’ 
 tonton ‘brain’  cf. Kikongo toonzo ‘brain’ 
 tutu ‘horn’  cf. Kikongo tuutu ‘bamboo, tube, pipe, flute’ 

 Gbe 
 asakpa ‘thighbone’ cf. Fon asa ‘thigh’, kpla ‘pocket’ 
 gogo ‘buttocks’ cf. Ewe oo ‘buttocks’ 
 popoí ‘vagina’ cf. Ewe ooli ‘navel’ 

 Kwa 
 dyonku ‘hip’  cf. Twi adoku ‘hip’ 

 Upper Guinea: Mande 
 agana ‘thigh’  cf. Bisa an ‘leg’ 

 
What about the general criteria in (5)? The second one—that terms for more 

public concepts are more basic, and hence likely to stabilize in a creole earlier 
than terms for more private concepts—has been discussed above with reference 
to body-part terms. For the first general criterion—that terms for more generic 
concepts are more basic and hence likely to stabilize in a creole earlier than 
terms for more specific concepts—the ten body-part terms in (6) have nothing to 
tell us, as there is no clear case among them of two terms for concepts in a 
generic-specific relationship. The third item under the generic criteria in (5) 
says, perhaps too cautiously, that “more basic” is “in many cases” culturally 
defined, in terms of what is salient in a particular culture. I would now venture 
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that more basic is culturally defined or constructed in all cases, with the 
additional observation that in some cases, such as body parts on the front of the 
human body being more basic than those on the back, this definition of relative 
salience is probably the same in all cultures.6 But whether it is a matter of many 
cases or of all cases, this general criterion remains unfalsifiable, unless we have 
some other way to determine cultural salience of concepts than the sources of 
the respective lexemes expressing each concept. In the present case, the relative 
salience in the Ndyuka culture of the concepts represented by the ten body-part 
terms in (6), we have no such independent measure. 

What would such an indication of cultural salience look like? A measure fairly 
well developed among cultural anthropologists is “free listing,” in which 
respondents are asked to name, for example, all the different body parts they can 
think of, or all the kinds of trees in their area. Aggregating the responses of all 
the subjects gives measures of frequency (which terms occur in the lists of the 
most subjects?) and priority (which terms are recalled more readily by subjects, 
in that they occur earliest in subjects’ lists?), both of which are taken to be 
positively correlated with cultural salience. (For a summary of these and related 
measures, see Thompson and Juan 2006.) Another measure would be the 
relative frequency of concepts and lexemes within the inventory of proverbs of 
Ndyuka or some other culture, and the relative frequency of specific proverbs in 
actual use in the community. The measure of relative cultural salience remains 
for now mostly unexplored for creole-speaking societies, and it is not my 
purpose to remedy that situation here, noting it as a desideratum for future 
research—in the Pacific and elsewhere—and a rich source of dissertation topics 
for students of creole linguistics and anthropology. 

For a domain potentially much richer in concepts related to each other as 
more generic and more specific, we turn to that of animal names. And indeed 
there is a fairly consistent pattern of more generic terms being derived from 
superstrate languages and more specific terms from substrate (and adstrate) 
languages (Huttar 1994). But when it comes to two different groups of African 
source languages, it turns out that there are no clear cases of such relationships 
between lexemes in Ndyuka, among the nine names for mammals, nine for birds, 
seven for reptiles, or thirteen for invertebrates. 

There is, however, one case of strong cultural salience that we should not 
ignore: that of anainsi, the generic name for spider and the name of the spider 
trickster-hero of many traditional tales. The word is almost certainly from an 
Akan or closely related language, not from Gbe or Bantu. Given the strong 
salience of the concept, then why does Ndyuka label it with a term from a later 
source, Akan, rather than from earlier Bantu or Gbe? Do we have here a 
counterexample to the hypothesis that terms for more basic concepts—in 
particular, culturally more salient concepts—derive from earlier substrate 
sources? Actually not, for the spider as trickster-hero, while an important part of 
Akan culture, is not a feature of the cultural area where Bantu languages such as 
                                                 

 6A related position has been taken by Witkowski and Brown (1983:570), who treat “over-all salience of referents” as 
determined by two factors: “cultural importance” and “natural salience.” 
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Kikongo were spoken. Put another way, we have a case here of Witkowski and 
Brown’s (1983) notion of diachronic reversal of relative markedness, in which 
changes in the importance of certain concepts in a culture (such as through the 
introduction of new crops or domesticated animals from outside) go hand in 
hand with changes in the markedness of the terms referring to those concepts. 
Presumably the cultural salience of the spider as trickster-hero increased 
drastically in Ndyuka society when a significant number of former slaves of 
Akan background joined that society. 

So far, our results regarding the hypothesis (2) about successive substrates are 
rather meager. For the superstrate side of the story, the picture is somewhat 
brighter. We start again with the domain-specific criteria in (4). Some Ndyuka 
color terms from English and Dutch are given in (7) (from Huttar 1994): 

 
(7) Ndyuka color terms from English and Dutch 
 

more basic {baaka 'black, dark-colored' < E black  
 ↑ {weti 'white, light-colored' < E white (< D wit?) 
 ⏐ lebi 'red' (cf. lebii 'liver') < E red 
 ⏐ 

 ⏐ {donu ‘yellow’ < E dun 
 ⏐ {guun 'green' < D groen 
 ⏐ 
 ↓ baau 'blue' < D blauw 

less basic sukaati 'tan, purple' < D chocolaat 
 

The three most basic terms—i.e., the three expressing color concepts that 
have been demonstrated to be the most widely attested in the world’s 
languages—either have unequivocally English origins, or either English or 
Dutch. (The concepts referred to by the fourth and fifth terms, donu ‘yellow’ and 
guun ‘green’, are considered equally basic, as are those referred to by the first 
two terms.) The terms of clear Dutch origin are all for less widely attested colors 
than the first three. Given that English input into Ndyuka clearly preceded Dutch 
input, this result confirms our hypothesis that terms for more basic concepts are 
more likely to come from the earlier superstrate. 

Ndyuka kin terms from English and Dutch are given in (8) (from Huttar 
1994): 

 
(8) Ndyuka kin terms from English and Dutch 

baala 'brother/male cousin' < E brother 
sisa 'sister/female cousin' < E sister 
uman 'wife; woman' < E woman 
man 'husband; man; person' < E man or D man 
swagi 'spouse's sibling; sibling's spouse' < D zwager 'brother-in-law' 

 
All the terms in this list for consanguineal kin—that is, kin by blood—are 

from English. The only term unequivocally of Dutch origin, swagi ‘spouse’s 
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sibling’, sibling’s spouse’ is for affinal kin, or kin by marriage, more distant from 
ego than the term for an affinal kin from English, uman ‘wife’. Since 
consanguineal kin terms are more basic than affinal ones, and close kin terms 
more basic than distant ones, again we find that terms for more basic concepts 
are more likely to come from the earlier superstrate, English. 

For property items—adjectives or stative verbs—our hypothesis predicts that 
if we have a pair of graded antonyms in which one term is from English and the 
other from Dutch, the unmarked term will be from English. Of the many pairs of 
graded antonymous “property items” (to avoid the terms “adjective” and “stative 
verb”) in Ndyuka, the few for which one term is unequivocally from English and 
the other from Dutch are shown in (9). I have treated the more frequently 
occurring member of each pair (in a corpus of 106,000 words in a variety of 
genres) as the unmarked member, although the same result would be obtained 
by using the current consensus on marked and unmarked adjective pairs in 
English.7 The frequencies, shown in parentheses in (9), reflect occurrences in 
verbal, adjectival, and adverbial functions, but not in nominal function. 

 
(9) Pairs of graded antonyms with one member from English and one from 

Dutch 
unmarked    marked 

(35) dee ‘dry’ < E dry   (16) nati ‘wet’ < D nat 
(20) hei ‘high’ < E high  (3) lagi ‘low’ < D laag 
(8) ibi ~ hebi ‘heavy’ < E heavy (1) lekiti ‘lightweight’ < D licht 
(17) taanga ‘strong’ < E strong (13) swaki ‘weak’ < D zwak 
(8) taanga ‘difficult’ < E strong (1) makiliki ‘easy’ < D makkelijk 

 
The numbers are few, but they are all in the direction predicted, with the 
English term unmarked, the Dutch term marked. 

For reasons of space, I do not deal here with body-part terms from English 
and Dutch, nor generic-specific relationships among English-derived and Dutch-
derived terms. Rather, let us use the above modest confirmation of hypothesis 
(3) about successive superstrates to consider briefly the timing of the Portuguese 
input into Ndyuka (and Suriname creoles as a group). Note that we are now 
reversing the direction of our reasoning. On the basis of our knowledge that 
English input into Suriname creoles preceded Dutch input, we have found 
evidence to support the hypothesis that more basic lexemes—i.e., expressions for 
more basic concepts—tend to come from the earlier superstrate. Now, assuming 
that hypothesis, we are looking to see if Portuguese-derived lexemes are used for 
more basic, or for less basic, concepts. 

Continuing with the last domain just examined, pairs of graded antonyms, we 
note lexemes of Portuguese origin in (10), which includes in parentheses the 
number of occurrences of the respective lexemes in running Ndyuka text. The 
first two of them, for ‘good-bad’ and ‘old-young’, show Portuguese as the source 

                                                 

 7For a critique of simple reliance on frequency as a measure of markedness, see Beck 2002:22-23. 
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of the more basic member of graded antonymous pairs. This result supports the 
notion of Portuguese input into Suriname creoles before English input. 

 
(10) Pairs of graded antonyms with one member from Portuguese 

unmarked marked 
(330) bun ‘good’ < P bom (169) ogii ‘dangerous, naughty’ < E ugly 
   (45) á bun ‘not good’ [á ‘NEG’ + bun] 
   (39) takuu ‘bad, evil’ < African? 
(23) gaandi ‘old’ < P grande (18) yonku(u), yongu ‘young’ < E young or 
    D jong 
(198) gaan ‘large’ < ?P grande } {(112) pikin ‘small’ < P pequeno 
(143) bigi ‘large’ < E big } {(6) nyoni ‘small’ < E young 

 
The third concept pair, referring to size gradations, is more complicated, as 

the relationships of antonymy between the various terms for ‘large’ and those for 
‘small’ are not clear (hence the ‘curly braces’).8 We may note that the 
Portuguese-derived gaan (but cf. E grand) is more frequent (with certain or 
possible uses as intensifier excluded) than the English-derived bigi, while the 
same relationship, but to a much greater degree, holds for the relative frequency 
of pikin (with uses as noun and adverb excluded) and nyoni. This again suggests 
some pre-English Portuguese input. 

The other domain for which we consider Portuguese-derived lexemes is that 
of kin terms. These are given in (11)—compare (8) for the English- and Dutch-
derived terms. In the lists in (8) and (11) together we see that the closest, hence 
most basic, consanguineal kin term in these lists is from Portuguese: pikin 
‘child’.9 Of the affinal terms, Portuguese-derived muyee ‘wife’ and English-
derived man ‘husband’ are equally basic, but it is worth noting that the former is 
exclusively a kin term in Ndyuka, while the latter may be a kin term only by 
extension from man ‘man’. There is at last a hint here of pre-English Portuguese 
input. The final two items, for great grandparents and great great grandparents, 
are included for completeness’s sake; but I have nothing to say about them, 
especially since there are unconfirmed rumors of possible African etyma. 
 
(11) Ndyuka kin terms from Portuguese 
 mai ‘mother-in-law/daughter-in-law’ < mãe ‘mother’ 
 pai ‘father-in-law/son-in-law’ < pai ‘father’ 
 tiyu ‘uncle’ < tio ‘uncle’ 
 tiya ‘aunt’ < tia ‘aunt’ 
 pikin ‘child’ < pequenino ‘small child’ 
 muyee ‘wife’ < mulher ‘woman’ 
                                                 

 8It is, however, reasonable to treat gaan and pikin as a pair, since they are among the very few Ndyuka lexemes that 
function as adjectives (as constituents of NPs) but not as verbs. Bigi and nyoni, both occurring in verbal as well as 
adjectival position, would then legitimately be construed as another pair. 
 9Equally close, so equally basic, are the concepts ‘father’ and ‘mother’. But the origins of the Ndyuka terms for these 
concepts are not clear: they could very well be African, but various European sources cannot be entirely ruled out. 
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If Hypotheses (1) and (2) have any usefulness in explaining, or at least 
generalizing on, the distribution of various super- and substrate contributions to 
the lexicons of the creoles of Suriname, it is worth asking whether they also 
have something to contribute in our understanding of creoles elsewhere, such as 
in the South Pacific. Tok Pisin, with both German and English in its history, and 
Bislama, with French and English, are two such languages where these 
hypotheses could and should be tested. Meanwhile, for the creoles of Suriname, 
the results provide slight support for the hypothesis in (2) about successive 
substrate contributions, and stronger support for the hypothesis in (3) about 
successive superstrate contributions. They also indicate some pre-English 
Portuguese input into the Suriname creoles, though not about whether such took 
place in Africa, in the Caribbean, or in Suriname. 
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